We explicitly describe the A 1 -chain homotopy classes of morphisms from a smooth henselian local scheme into a smooth projective surface, which is birationally ruled over a curve of genus ą 0. We consequently determine the sheaf of naive A 1 -connected components of such a surface and show that it does not agree with the sheaf of its genuine A 1 -connected components when the surface is not a minimal model.
Introduction
A basic question in A 1 -homotopy theory is to determine the set of genuine A 1 -homotopy classes of morphisms from one scheme to another and study how they compare with the corresponding naive A 1 -homotopy classes. Since the A 1 -homotopy category Hpkq over a field k is built out of the category of simplicial sheaves on the big Nisnevich site of smooth schemes over k by taking a suitable localization, one expects naive and genuine A 1 -homotopy classes of morphisms from a smooth henselian local scheme U into a smooth scheme X to be closely related to one another.
We will focus on smooth projective schemes X over the base field k. The genuine A 1homotopy classes of morphisms from a smooth henselian local scheme U into X are just the sections π A 1 0 pXqpUq " Hom Hpkq pU, Xq of the sheaf of A 1 -connected components of X on U. On the other hand, the naive A 1 -homotopy classes SpXqpUq of morphisms from a smooth henselian scheme U into X are the quotient of the set of morphisms of schemes U Ñ X by the equivalence relation generated by naive A 1 -homotopies, that is, morphisms UˆA 1 Ñ X. If the Morel-Voevodsky singular construction Sing A 1 X is A 1 -local (see Section 2 for precise definitions), the sheaves SpXq and π A 1 0 pXq agree. However, Sing A 1 X is A 1 -local in very special cases (see [1] ) and is not A 1 -local in general (see [3] , [4] for examples).
It can be seen that SpXqpUq and π A 1 0 pXqpUq agree when X has dimension ď 1, and the same in case of a non-uniruled surface X can be obtained from the dimension ď 1 case (see [3, [3, Theorem 3 .9, Corollary 3.10]) states that for a proper scheme X over a field k, one has a bijection SpXqpSpec F q » Ý Ñ π A 1 0 pXqpSpec F q, for every finitely generated, separable field extension F of k. However, the corresponding result for a general U cannot hold, as shown by the counterexample constructed in [3, Section 4 ] (for U the spectrum of a henselian discrete valuation ring and X a particular threefold).
When the base field k is algebraically closed of characteristic 0, the set π A 1 0 pXqpUq has been explicitly determined in [5] , where X is a smooth projective surface, birationally ruled over a curve of genus ą 0. In this companion paper to [5] , we determine the sheaf of naive A 1 -connected components of a (birationally) ruled surface over an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0. The main result of the paper is as follows: Theorem 1. Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0 and let X be a smooth projective surface over k, which is birationally ruled over a curve of genus ą 0. Then the natural map SpXqpUq Ñ π A 1 0 pXqpUq is a bijection, for every henselian local scheme U over k of dimension ď 1.
Theorem 1 is known to hold in the case of non-uniruled surfaces by [3, Corollary 3 .15] and the case of rational surfaces is easy to handle since they are covered by affine spaces [2, Lemma 2.2.11]. Thus, Theorem 1 in fact holds for all smooth projective surfaces over k. It has been proved in [5] that the sheaf π A 1 0 pXq for such an X agrees with the second iteration of the functor S on X. Theorem 1 will be proved by directly obtaining a precise description of SpXqpUq and comparing it with the description of S 2 pXqpUq obtained in [5] .
We emphasize here that our method of proof of Theorem 1 gives an explicit description of SpXqpUq for any smooth henselian local k-scheme U in terms of an algebraic condition, which can be easily verified. The key result pertaining to this is Proposition 4.10, which gives this description in the case of a single point blowup. The general case reduces to this case, as outlined in Section 5.
As an application of the method of proof, we get the non-A 1 -locality of the Morel-Voevodsky singular construction applied to any smooth projective surface birationally ruled over a curve of genus ą 0, which is not a minimal model. Theorem 2. Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0 and let X be a smooth projective surface over k, which is birationally ruled over a curve of genus ą 0. If X is not a minimal model, then the natural epimorphism
The methodology used in the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 is to classify the naive A 1homotopy classes of morphisms from a smooth henselian local k-scheme U into X birationally ruled over a curve C of genus ą 0 by fixing a morphism γ : U Ñ C and classifying homotopy classes of morphisms U Ñ X over γ by tracking where they map the closed point of U into X. Preliminaries about A 1 -connectedness are given in Section 2, whereas results about local geometry of ruled surfaces are recalled in Section 3. We first handle the case of the blowup of one point on the projectivization of a rank 2 vector bundle on C in Section 4. In Section 5, the main results are obtained for a special class of blowups called nodal blowups by using an appropriate modification of the arguments given in Section 4. One then reduces the general case to these blowups by employing the same method used in [5] of analyzing local structure of naive A 1 -homotopy classes of blowups of such surfaces at infinitely near points.
Naive and genuine A 1 -connected components
We fix a base field k and denote by Sm{k the category of smooth, finite-type, separated schemes over Spec k. We will denote by Hpkq the A 1 -homotopy category constructed by Morel and Voevodsky [6] . One obtains Hpkq from the category of simplicial Nisnevich sheaves of sets on Sm{k (also called spaces over k for brevity) by localizing with respect to Nisnevich local weak equivalences and further localizing with respect to the class of projection maps XˆA 1 Ñ X , for every simplicial Nisnevich sheaf of sets X . All presheaves on Sm{k will be extended to essentially smooth schemes (that is, schemes which are filtered inverse limits of diagrams of smooth schemes in which the transition maps areétale, affine morphisms) by defining F plim Ð Ý U α q " lim Ý Ñ F pU α q. By a smooth henselian local scheme over k, we will mean the henselization of the local ring at a smooth point of a scheme over k.
We will follow the conventions and notation of [3] and [5] regarding A 1 -connected components. We briefly recall the notions relevant to this paper below. Definition 2.1. Let X be a space over k. Define Sing A 1 X to be the simplicial sheaf given by pSing A 1 X q n " Homp∆ n , X n q, where ∆ ‚ denotes the simplicial sheaf ∆ n " Spec krx 0 , ..., x n s x ř i x i " 1y with natural face and degeneracy maps analogous to the ones on topological simplices.
Given a simplicial sheaf of sets X on Sm{k, we will denote by π 0 pX q the presheaf on Sm{k that associates with U P Sm{k the coequalizer of the diagram X 1 pUq Ñ X 0 pUq, where the maps are the face maps coming from the simplicial data of X . We will denote the Nisnevich sheafification functor by a Nis .
Thus, when X is the space given by a scheme X over k, for every smooth henselian local k-scheme U, the set SpXqpUq is the quotient of XpUq by the equivalence relation generated by σ0 phq " σ1 phq, where h P XpUˆA 1 q is a naive A 1 -homotopy of U into X and σ i : U Ñ UˆA 1 denotes the i-section. Definition 2.3. Let X P Sm{k and let U be an essentially smooth scheme over k.
p1q An A 1 -homotopy of U in X is a morphism h : UˆA 1 k Ñ X. We say that f, g P F pUq are A 1 -homotopic if there exists an A 1 -homotopy h : UˆA 1 Ñ X such that σ0 phq " f and σ1 phq " g.
We say that f, g P XpUq are A 1 -chain homotopic if there exists an A 1 -chain homotopy h " ph 1 , . . . , h r q such that σ0 ph 1 q " f and σ1 ph r q " g. p3q The total space Spphq of an A 1 -homotopy h :
The total space SppHq of an A 1 -chain homotopy H " ph 1 , . . . , h r q is the disjoint union of the total spaces of h 1 , . . . , h r . We write f H : SppHq Ñ U for the canonical projection on U. The morphism h H : SppHq Ñ F is just the morphism defining the chain homotopy.
Definition 2.4. The sheaf of A 1 -connected components of a space X is defined to be π A 1 0 pX q " a Nis Hom Hpkq p´, X q. Equivalently, π A 1 0 pX q " a Nis pπ 0 L A 1 X q, where L A 1 denotes an A 1 -fibrant replacement functor for the injective Nisnevich local model structure.
Remark 2.5. It can be shown that if Sing
A 1 X is A 1 -local in the sense of [2, Definition A.2.1], then the natural epimorphism SpX q Ñ π A 1 0 pX q is an isomorphism (see [2, Remark 2.2.9]).
Preliminaries on ruled surfaces
Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 will be proved by using the classification of ruled surfaces and an induction on the complexity of the blowup involved. In this section, we will briefly outline the formalism developed in [5] to handle blowups of ruled surfaces and state some results about local geometry of ruled surfaces proved in [5, Section 4] . We follow the conventions of [5, Section 4] , where we also refer the reader to for more details. We will focus on smooth projective surfaces, which are obtained from P 1ˆC by a finite number (possibly zero) of successive blowups at smooth, closed points, where C is the henselization of the local ring of a closed point on a smooth projective curve of genus ě 1. The results for general ruled surfaces will follow from the ones in this special case by standard arguments (see the proofs of the main results in Section 5).
Throughout the rest of the article, we will assume that k is an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0, although this assumption is not always necessary for some of the results proved in the rest of the article. We fix the following setting for this section. (1) Let x be a variable and let A be the henselization of the polynomial ring krxs at the maximal ideal xxy. Let C " Spec A and let c 0 denote the closed point of C. Every 1-dimensional regular henselian local ring containing k is isomorphic to A. (2) Let Y and Z be variables which denote the homogeneous coordinates on P 1 C . Thus, P 1 C " Proj ArY, Zs.
(3) Let y denote the rational function Y {Z on P 1 C which is defined on the open subscheme of P 1 C defined by the condition Z ‰ 0. This open subscheme is simply Spec Arys » A 1 C and the point pc 0 , r0 : 1sq is defined by the ideal xx, yy of Arys. (4) Let ℓ 8 denote the closed subscheme Cˆtr0 : 1su of P 1 C , which is the divisor of zeros of y. The closed subscheme Cˆtr1 : 0su is the divisor of poles of y and will be denoted by ℓ´8.
Definition 3.2. Let X be any scheme that is obtained from P 1 C by a finite number (possibly zero) of successive blowups at smooth, closed points.
(1) The preimage of pc 0 , r0 : 1sq is a connected scheme, the irreducible components of which are isomorphic to P 1 k . We refer to these as lines on X. (2) We define a pseudo-line to be any curve that is either a line on X or the proper transform of ℓ 8 . (3) A node on X is defined to be the intersection point of two pseudo-lines. It is easy to see that any node is the point of intersection of exactly two pseudo-lines. Thus, for instance, the point pc 0 , r0 : 1sq is the only node on the scheme P 1 C . (4) We will denote by N the collection of schemes X admitting a morphism X Ñ P 1 C , which factors as
Elements of N will be referred to as nodal blowups.
Since all the nodes in all the X P N lie over the point pc 0 , r0 : 1sq, we see that these ideals defining these nodes are generated by rational functions in x and y. We record the following lemma from [5, Lemma 4.12]. This shows that for pair of coprime integers pa, bq with a ă b, there is at most one line on X with parameter x a {y b . It can be shown that if such lines exist on two schemes X 1 , X 2 in N , then the canonical birational maps from X 1 to X 2 will take the lines into each other. If X P N has n lines, we can associate to it the sequence sequence of rational numbers r 0 "´8 ă r 1 " 0 ă . . . ă r n " 1 ă r n`1 " 8 such that:
‚ For 1 ď i ď n, if r i is written in reduced fractional form as a i {b i for some nonnegative integers a i , b i , then X contains a line parameterized by x a i {y b i . We will label this line as ℓ r i . For i " 0 and i " n`1, the symbol ℓ r i will denote the pseudo-lines ℓ´8 and ℓ 8 respectively.
‚ For 1 ď i ď n, the line ℓ r i only meets the pseudo-lines ℓ r i´1 and ℓ r i`1 . If r i and r i`1 are written in reduced fractional form as r i " a i {b i and r i`1 " a i`1 {b i`1 then they meet in a node defined by the maximal ideal
The case of the blow-up of a minimal model at a single closed point
The aim of this section is to prove the following result, which proves both Theorem 1 and 2 stated in the introduction in a special case of the blowup of a single closed point on P 1ˆC , where C is a curve of genus ą 0.
Along the course of proving Theorem 4.1, we will give a complete description of A 1 -chain homotopy classes of a smooth henselian local scheme U into X.
Fix a smooth henselian local ring pR, mq, U " Spec R. We fix a morphism γ : U Ñ C and consider pullbacks of X and E with respect to γ which we denote by X γ and E γ . Thus X γ is obtained by blowing up a closed subscheme of E γ . But since a P 1 -bundle iś etale locally trivial, we see that E γ » P 1 U . Thus we may assume that E Ñ C is the trivial P 1 -bundle P 1 C . Thus, let us assume that E " P 1 C " P 1 kˆC and X has been obtained from P 1 C by blowing up the point p :" pc 0 , p0 : 1qq where c 0 is a closed point in C. Suppose the image of γ : U Ñ C does not contain c 0 . Then X γ is isomorphic to P 1 U . On the other hand, if γ maps the whole of U into the point c 0 , then X γ " UˆT where T consists of two copies of P 1 k intersecting transversely in a single point. In both these cases, any two sections of X γ Ñ U are A 1 -chain homotopic and thus the required result follows immediately. Thus we may now focus on the case in which γ maps the closed point of U to c 0 but does not map the whole of U into c 0 .
Let ω be a uniformizing parameter in the ring O C,c 0 . Then X γ is obtained from P 1 U " Proj RrY, Zs by blowing up the closed subscheme corresponding to the homogeneous ideal xγ˚pωq, Y y. The remainder of this section will be devoted to analyzing the A 1 chain homotopy classes in X γ pUq, where we view X γ as a U-scheme (thus, the projections of all the A 1 -chain homotopies to U must be constant). We now set up some notation to analyze the scheme X γ .
Notation 4.2. The following notation will stay in effect for the remainder of this section:
paq Let R denote the henselization of a ring of the form O V,v where V is a smooth scheme over k and v is a point of V . Let m be the maximal ideal of R and let κ " R{m. We will denote Spec R by U and the closed point of U by u. For r P R, Uprq will denote the closed subscheme of r corresponding to the ideal xry. pbq Y, Z will denote the homogeneous coordinates on P 1 R " Proj RrY, Zs.
pcq For any r 0 P mzt0u, we define Ipr 0 q :" ideal sheaf on P 1 U corresponding to the homogeneous ideal xr 0 , Y y.
Let T pr 0 q denote the closed subscheme of P 1 U corresponding to this ideal sheaf. Let θ r 0 : Xpr 0 q Ñ P 1 U denote the blowup of P 1 U at T pr 0 q. We wish to examine the sections of morphisms Xpr 0 q Ñ U. The scheme P 1 U is covered by affine patches isomorphic to A 1 U given by the conditions Y ‰ 0 and Z ‰ 0. We will denote these by Spec RrY {Zs and Spec RrZ{Y s respectively. Using the fact that U is a local scheme it is easy to see that any section of P A section of Xpr 0 q Ñ U can be composed with Xpr 0 q Ñ P 1 U . to give a section of P 1 U Ñ U. Of course, not every section of P 1 U Ñ U can be lifted to give a section of Xpr 0 q Ñ U. However, if a lift exists, it must be unique since the image of any section of P 1 U Ñ U maps the generic point of U outside the scheme T pr 0 q (since we assume r 0 ‰ 0). Notation 4.4. Let r 0 , P mzt0u. For r P R, if a lift of α r : U Ñ P 1 U to Xpr 0 q exists, it will be denoted by α r 0 r . Similarly, we define β r 0 r to be the lift of β r to Xpr 0 q, if it exists. A section α : U Ñ P 1 U of P 1 U Ñ U, lifts to Xpr 0 q if and only if the ideal sheaf α˚pIpr 0is principal. Since U is local, this ideal sheaf corresponds to an ideal of R. Unless α is of the form β r where r P m, we have α˚pIpr 0" O U . When α " β r for r P m, the ideal sheaf α˚pIpr 0corresponds to the ideal xr 0 , ry in R.
Lemma 4.5. Let r 0 P mzt0u. Let α : U Ñ P 1 U be a section of P 1 U Ñ U which admits a lift to Xpr 0 q. Then one of the following must hold:
paq α˚pIpr 0" x1y. In this case, α is of the form α r where r P R. pbq α˚pIpr 0" xr 0 y. In this case, α is of the form β r where r 0 |r. pcq α˚pIpr 0" xry for some r P R such that r|r 0 but r 0 ffl r. In this case, α is of the form β r 1 where r 1 {r is a unit in R.
Proof. We have α˚pIpr 0" x1y if and only if α factors through the complement of the scheme T pr 0 q of P 1 U . This is so if and only if α is of the form α r where r P R. This proves (a).
We now have to consider the case that α is of the form β r : U Ñ P 1 U for some r P m. In this case, α˚pIpr 0" xr 0 , ry. Since R is a local domain, this ideal is equal to xr 0 y if r 0 |r or is equal to xry if r|r 0 . This proves (b) and (c). Remark 4.7. We note a geometric interpretation of the families A r 0 r . Observe that the preimage of c 0 under the morphism X Ñ C is the union of two lines L 1 and L 2 . Here L 1 is the proper transform of the line tc 0 uˆP 1 k Ă P 1 C and L 2 is the line exceptional divisor. The elements of A r 0 1 correspond to those lifts of γ which map the closed point u into L 1 zL 2 . The elements of A r 0 r 0 are those sections which map u into L 2 zL 1 . The set of sections which map u to the point L 1 X L 2 is precisely the union of the sets A r 0 r where r|r 0 and r is neither a unit nor a unit multiple of r 0 .
This indicates a certain symmetry between the sets A r 0 1 and A r 0 r 0 . Indeed, these two sets can be transformed into each other by means of an elementary transformation.
We will use the following special case of [5, Proposition 3.7].
Lemma 4.8. Let r 0 P mzt0u and let n ě 0 be an integer. Let α and α 1 be sections of P 1 U Ñ U which are connected by an A 1 -chain homotopy H. Then there exists r P R such that r|r 0 and α, α 1 P A r 0 r . Moreover, in this case hHpIpr 0is generated by fHprq.
Lemma 4.8 gives us a necessary condition for two elements β r 1 and β r 2 to be A 1homotopic. However, we will see now that it is not strong enough. The following two results give a complete description of A 1 -homotopy classes of the sections of Xpr 0 q Ñ U. Proof. First consider the case r " 1. Suppose α, α 1 are in A r 0 1 . Then it is easy to see that α " α r 1 and α 1 " α r 2 for some r 1 , r 2 P R. Then these two elements are homotopic in P 1 U via the homotopy given by the R-algebra homomorphism RrZ{Y s Ñ RrT s, Z{Y Þ Ñ r 1 p1´T q`r 2 T . This defines a morphism A 1 U Ñ P 1 U , which factors through the open immersion P 1 U zT pr 0 q ãÑ P 1 U and hence, lifts to Xpr 0 q. The case r " r 0 can be deduced from the case r " 1 by means of an elementary transformation (as mentioned in Remark 4.7). However, we will simply write out an explicit homotopy. If α, α 1 are in A r 0 r 0 , they are of the form β r 1 and β r 2 where r 0 |r 1 and r 0 |r 2 . Then consider the homotopy h : A 1 U Ñ P 1 U given by the R-algebra homomorphism RrY {Zs Ñ RrT s, Y {Z Þ Ñ r 1 p1´T q`r 2 T . Then h˚pIpr 0is the sheaf corresponding to the ideal xr 0 , r 1 p1´T q`r 2 T y " xr 0 y which is principal. Thus h lifts to Xpr 0 q as claimed. Proof. We first prove the necessity of the conditions. Clearly, it suffices to treat the case where β r 0 r 1 and β r 0 r 2 are A 1 -homotopic in Xpr 0 q. The fact that r 1 {r 2 is a unit is already known to us by Lemma 4.8. An A 1 -homotopy h : U " Spec RrY {Zs Ă P 1 U and the morphism h| Dpqq is given by the R-algebra homomorphism Y {Z Þ Ñ ppT q{qpT q. Notice that pp0q{qp0q " r 1 and pp1q{qp1q " r 2 . By the first equality, we see that r 1 |pp0q and thus, in particular, pp0q is a non-unit. However, xpp0q, qp0qy is the unit ideal in R (since xp, qy is the unit ideal in RrT s). Thus qp0q is a unit in R. Thus qpT q is a primitive polynomial, that is, its content contpqq, is a unit. Now suppose that the ideal sheaf h˚pIpr 0is locally principal. Since RrT, q´1s is a unique factorization domain, the ideal h˚pIpr 0 qqpDpis principal. By the formula defining h, this ideal is equal to xr 0 , p{qy. Since h lifts to Xpr 0 q, we know that this ideal is actually equal to r 1 RrT, q´1s. Therefore, p P r 1 RrT, q´1s X RrT s " ď ně0 pr 1 : q n q.
We claim that pr 1 : q n q " xr 1 y for every n ě 0. Indeed, suppose f P pr 1 : q n q. If n " 0, there is nothing to prove. So, we assume n ą 0. There exists an element gpT q P RrT s and an integer n such that r 1 g " f q n in RrT s. But then, q n |r 1 g in RrT s. As q is a primitive polynomial, q n |pr 1 g{ contpr 1 gqq " g{ contpgq. In particular, q n |g and thus r 1 |f in RrT s, as claimed. This shows that r 1 |p in RrT s and we write p " r 1 p 1 where p 1 P RrT s.
The ideal xr 1 p 1 , qy is a unit ideal. Thus, modulo r 1 , we see that the polynomial qpT q must be a unit. Hence, if qpT q " q 0`q1 T`. . ., we see that q 0 is a unit (as we have already seen before) and q i is nilpotent modulo r 1 for i ě 1.
In RrT, q´1s, we have xr 0 , r 1 p 1 {qy " xr 1 y, which implies that xr 1 , p 1 {qy " x1y. Hence, there exists an integer n ě 0 such that q n lies in the ideal xr 1 , p 1 y in RrT s. Since xp, qy " 1, we have xp n , q n y " 1, which implies that xpp 1 q n , q n y " 1. Thus, xr 1 , p 1 y, which contains xpp 1 q n , q n y is equal to the unit ideal. Thus if p 1 pT q " p 1 0`p 1 1 T`. . ., we see that p 1 0 is a unit and p 1 i is nilpotent modulo r 1 for i ě 1. Using pp1q{qp1q " r 2 , we see that
where u i are units, t 1 is nilpotent modulo r 1 and t 2 is nilpotent modulo r 1 . Using pp0q{qp0q " r 1 , we see that u 1 {u 2 " 1. Thus, we may assume that u 1 " u 2 " 1. Let
Then we see that t 3 is nilpotent modulo r 1 and r 2 " r 1 p1`t 1 qp1`t 3 q. Thus
and it is obvious that this element lies in a xr 1 y`axr 1 y as claimed. This proves the necessity of the conditions. We now prove the sufficiency. Let s 1 and s 1 be the square-free parts of r 1 and r 1 :" r 0 {r 1 . Then a xr 1 y " xs 1 y and a xr 1 y " xs 1 y. By pbq, we have r 2 {r 1´1 " s 1 δ`s 1 δ 1 , for some δ, δ 1 P R. We define r 3 " r 1 p1`s 1 δ 1 q.
Consider the rational function
The ideal xr 3 , 1`s 1 δ 1 T y is the unit ideal since s 1 δ 1 is nilpotent modulo r 1 and consequently, nilpotent modulo r 3 . Thus f 1 defines a homotopy
Since f 1 p0q " r 3 and f 1 p1q " r 1 , this homotopy connects β r 3 to β r 1 . Now, let p be a point of A 1 U which projects to z P U under the projection A 1 U Ñ U. We see that h1pIpr 0p " xr 0 , r 3 1`s 1 δ 1 T y is principal if 1`s 1 δ 1 T is a unit at p. If 1`s 1 δ 1 T is not a unit, then s 1 , δ 1 and T are all units at p. Thus, r 1 is also a unit at p. Since r 3 is a unit multiple of r 1 , we see that r 3 is a unit at p and hence, r 3 {p1`s 1 δ 1 T q " 8 modulo z. Thus, hppq " pz, p1 : 0qq, which is not in the closed subscheme defined by Ipr 0 q. Therefore, h1pIpr 0p is the unit ideal in this case. Consequently, h1pIpr 0is a locally principal ideal, which allows us to conclude that h 1 lifts to Xpr 0 q. Consider
This defines a homotopy
This homotopy lifts to Xpr 0 q as the ideal xr 0 , r 3 p1`s 1 δ 1 T {p1`s 1 δ 1 qy is principal (since s 1 δ 1 is nilpotent modulo r 0 {r 3 " r 1 p1`s 1 δ 1 q). We observe that f 2 p0q " r 3 and f 2 p1q " r 2 and thus, h 2 connects β r 3 to β r 2 . This completes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let ω be a uniformizing parameter in the ring O C,c 0 . Then X γ is obtained from P 1 U " Proj RrY, Zs by blowing up the closed subscheme corresponding to the homogeneous ideal xγ˚pωq, Y y. Write r 0 :" γ˚pωq. Lemma 4.9 and Proposition 4.10 give a classification of the A 1 -homotopy classes of sections of X γ Ñ U.
By Lemma 4.9, we are reduced to considering A 1 -chain homotopy classes of sections of the form β r 0 r , where r P m and r|r 0 but r 0 ffl r. Set r 1 " r 0 {r. If U " Spec R is one-dimensional, then R is a discrete valuation ring, and it can be immediately seen that a xry`axr 1 y " a xr, r 1 y.
By [5, Proof of Theorem 5.1, Claims 1 and 2], it follows that SpXqpUq " S 2 pXqpUq, for every smooth henselian local scheme U of dimension 1 over k, as desired.
The fact that SpXq ‰ S 2 pXq is shown by the following concrete example. Let r R " krx, ys h xx,yy . Let r 0 " xpy 2`x q, r 1 " x. Thus r 1 " y 2`x . We have a xr 1 y`axr 1 y " xx, y 2`x y " xx, y 2 y, while a xr 1 , r 1 y " xx, yy. We take r 2 " xp1`yq " x`xy. Thus r 2 {r 1´1 " y R a xr 1 y`axr 1 y.
By Proposition 4.10, β r 0 r 1 and β r 0 r 2 are not A 1 -chain homotopic. But by [5] , they map to the same element in S n pXqpSpec r Rq, for any n ě 2. Therefore, SpXqpSpec r Rq ‰ S 2 pXqpSpec r Rq. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1.
Proof of the main results
We begin by proving Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 for nodal blowups. Proof. There is a sequence of morphisms
is a blowup at some node. There exist ordered pairs of non-negative integers pm 0 , n 0 q, pm 1 , n 1 q, . . . , pm p , n p q, pm p`1 , n p`1 q with the following properties:
‚ m i and n i are coprime or each i; ‚ pm 0 , n 0 q " p0, 1q, pm 1 , n 1 q " p1, 0q; ‚ For any i, there exist integers j and k such that 1 ď j ă k ă i such that m k n jḿ j n k " 1 and m i " m j`mk , n i " n j`nk ; ‚ X i " X i´1 rx m i {y n i s (in the notation of [5, Proposition 4.2] ). In other words, X i is obtained from X i´1 by resolving indeterminacies of the rational function x m i {y n i .
Note that n i ‰ 0 for any i ‰ 1. We relabel these ordered pairs as pa 0 , b 0 q, pa 1 , b 1 q, . . ., pa p`1 , b p`1 q, in such a way that a 0 {b 0 " 0 ă a 1 {b 1 ă . . . ă a p {b p and pa p`1 , b p`1 q " p1, 0q. Set s i " a i {b i for 0 ď i ď p and s p`1 " 8. Note that s p " a p {b p is always an integer. There are exactly p`2 pseudo-lines on X, namely ℓ 0 " ℓ s 0 , ℓ s 1 ,¨¨¨, ℓ sp and ℓ s p`1 " ℓ 8 . For i ‰ j, the pseudo-lines ℓ s i and ℓ s j meet if and only if j " i`1. The node in which ℓ s i and ℓ s i`1 meet is locally given by the ideal xx a i`1 {y b i`1 , y b i {x a i y. From this description, it is clear that X can be obtained from P 1 C by blowing up the ideal I "
We accordingly relabel the indices in (5.1) in such a way that for every i, X i`1 is obtained from X i by blowing up the ideal xx a i , y b i y.
We may assume by using elementary transformations that every pair pa i , b i q satisfies a i {b i ď 1 and that pa p , b p q " p1, 1q. This follows by the analogue of [5, Proposition 5.3] ; we thus omit the details.
If γ : U Ñ C maps the closed point of U to the generic point of C, then α factors through the open subscheme P 1
Cztc 0 u of X. Hence any two γ-morphisms α 1 , α 2 : U Ñ X are A 1 -chain homotopic. On the other hand, if γ maps the generic point of U to the closed point of C, then any γ-morphism α : U Ñ X factors through the closed fiber of the morphism X Ñ C. The closed fiber of X Ñ C is a connected scheme, the components of which are copies of P 1 k . Thus, again, in this case too, any two morphisms α 1 , α 2 : U Ñ C which lift γ are A 1 -chain homotopic. Hence, from this point onward, we will restrict our attention to the case in which γ maps the closed point of U to the closed point of C and the generic point of U to the generic point of C.
Let X γ denote the pullback XˆC ,γ U. Then X γ is the blowup of P 1 U at the the pullback I γ of the ideal I with respect to the morphism P 1 U Ñ P 1 C . We continue to use the variables Y and Z as homogeneous coordinates on P 1 U " UˆC ,γ P 1 C and we will also denote the pullback of the rational function y " Y {Z on P 1 C by y. Set r 0 " γ˚pxq. Then I γ " ś p i"1 I i where I i " xr a i 0 , y b i y. Applying [5, Proposition 3.7] to the blowup X γ Ñ P 1 U , we see that if α 1 , α 2 : U Ñ P 1 C are γ-morphisms which are connected by an A 1 -chain homotopy H which lifts to X, then there exists r P R such that the ideals α1pIq, α2pIq and hHpIq are all generated by r. The support of the ideal I is the point pc 0 , r0 : 1sq. Hence, α 1 maps the closed point of U to pc 0 , r0 : 1sq if and only if α 2 does the same. Any two morphisms α 1 , α 2 : U Ñ P 1 C which map the closed point of U to ℓ 0 ztpc 0 , r0 : 1squ are clearly A 1 -chain homotopic via a homotopy which factors through the open subscheme P 1 C ztpc 0 , r0 : 1squ. Such a homotopy clearly lifts to X. Hence, we see that any two γ-morphisms of this type are A 1 -chain homotopic. Hence, we will now focus on γ-morphisms U Ñ P 1 C which map the closed point of U to pc 0 , r0 : 1sq.
For any r P R, let β r : U Ñ P 1 U be the morphism induced by the R-algebra homomorphism Rrys Ñ R, y Þ Ñ r. Note that any section β : U Ñ P 1 U such that βpuq " pu, r0 : 1sq is of the form β r for some unique r P m. Such a section lifts to X γ if and only if the ideal xr a i 0 , r b i y is principal for every i, 1 ď i ď p. By [5, Proposition 3.7], we see that the the ideals (or ideal sheaves) βr 1 pI 1 q, βr 2 pI 1 q, hHpI 1 q are all generated by a fixed element of R, which we denote by r. we now have two cases:
If r a i 0 |r b i 3 , then there is nothing to prove. Assume that r b i 3 |r a i 0 and r a i 0 ffl r b i 3 at p P A 1 U . If p Ă RrT s is the prime ideal corresponding to p, then r a i 0 {r b i 3 P p implies that s 1 P p. Thus,
i´ai is regular at p and r 0 {r 3 is a unit, 1{r 3 is regular at p. Therefore, r 3 and hence, r 0 is a unit at p. Consequently,
is a unit at p, showing that h2pI γ q is a locally principal ideal, which allows us to conclude that h 2 lifts to X γ . Thus, we have proved that in Case B, the lifts of β r 1 and β r 2 are A 1 -chain homotopic if and only if the condition (5.2) holds. The proof of part paq can be now completed exactly as in the proof of Theorem 4.1 by observing that when R is a discrete valuation ring, one has a xr 1 y`axr 1 y " a xr 1 , r 1 y. We now prove part pbq by constructing a counterexample similar to the one given in the proof of Theorem 4.1. For X as above, consider the 2-dimensional henselian local ring r R " krx, ys h xx,yy with U " Spec r R and consider the morphism γ : U Ñ C defined by r 0 " x b 1 py 2`x q. Consider β r 1 , β r 2 : U Ñ P 1 U determined by r 1 " x and r 2 " xpy`1q. Note that β r 1 and β r 2 lift to X γ , since for every i ą 1 we have a i {b i ą a 1 {b 1 . Their lifts both map the closed point of U to the point of X γ defined by the ideal py, x a 1 {y b 1 q, where in fact, a 1 " 1. Now, r 1 " r 0 {r 1 " y 2`x and we have a xr 1 y`axr 1 y " xx, y 2`x y " xx, y 2 y, while a xr 1 , r 1 y " xx, yy. Thus r 2 {r 1´1 " y R a xr 1 y`axr 1 y.
By the criterion (5.2), we conclude that the lifts of β r 1 and β r 2 are not A 1 -chain homotopic, but are 1-ghost homotopic by [5, Proof of Theorem 5.1, Claim 2]. Consequently, SpXqpUq ‰ S 2 pXqpUq. By Remark 2.5, it follows that Sing A 1 X is not A 1 -local.
We are now set to prove Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 for a general smooth projective ruled surface. Since the method used here is exactly parallel to the one used in [5, Section 6], we will only outline the proof and refer the reader to [5] for details.
Proofs of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2. Let E be the projectivization of a rank 2 vector bundle over a smooth projective curve C of genus g ą 0 over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic 0. Let X be a smooth projective surface with minimal model E. Let U be a smooth henselian local scheme over k. Since C is A 1 -rigid, by [5, Lemma 2.12], if two morphisms U Ñ X are A 1 -chain homotopic, then their compositions with the map X Ñ C have to be the same. Thus, we fix a morphism γ : U Ñ C and characterize A 1 -chain homotopy classes of morphisms U Ñ X over γ. Note that all the A 1 -chain homotopies of γ-morphisms U Ñ X factor through the pullback of X by the morphism Spec O h C,c 0 Ñ C. Note that the pullback of E by the morphism Spec O h C,c 0 Ñ C is just P 1ˆS pec O h C,c 0 . We can therefore replace C with Spec O h C,c 0 and assume that C is as in Notation 3.1. Since the case X " E is clear from [5, Proposition 2.13], we will henceforth assume that X is obtained by blowing up P 1 C at nonzero, finitely many successive blowups at smooth, closed points tQ 1 , . . . , Q m u and by blowing up the ideal J . For any Q P tQ 1 , . . . , Q m u, let N Q denote the number of points in tQ 1 , . . . , Q m u, which are infinitely near to Q. Define N X :" maxtN Q 1 , . . . , N Qm u. Theorem 1 is proved by induction on N X , which should be viewed as the complexity of X as a blowup of P 1 C . Fix a smooth 1-dimensional henselian local ring pR, mq, U " Spec R and a morphism γ : U Ñ C. Denote the pullback of X with respect to γ by X γ . Let α, α 1 : U Ñ P 1 C be morphisms over γ that lift to X. By following exactly in the same way as in [5, Proof of Theorem 1.5] with the phrase "n-ghost homotopy" replaced with the phrase "A 1 -chain homotopy", we can find a smooth, projective ruled surface X 1 such that ‚ X 1 is obtained by taking successive blowups of finitely many smooth, closed points of P 1 C ; ‚ r
X is an open subscheme of X 1 ; ‚ α, α 1 lift to X 1 and their lifts in X 1 are A 1 -chain homotopic if and only if the lifts of α, α 1 in r X are A 1 -chain homotopic; and ‚ N X 1 ă N X .
One can now finish the proof of Theorem 1 using Theorem 5.1 and the induction hypothesis.
For the proof of Theorem 2, observe that one can factor X Ñ P 1 C as X Ñ Y Ñ P 1 C such that Y is a nodal blowup. One can now take the counterexample given in the proof of Theorem 4.1 and observe that it lifts to Y γ and X γ to obtain SpXq ‰ S 2 pXq. By Remark 2.5, it follows that Sing A 1 X is not A 1 -local, when X is not a minimal model.
